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1.

Executive Summary

1.1 Project background
The Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks (FPP) project aims to demonstrate how, through the innovative
integration of technological and commercial solutions, a cost effective connection of renewable generation to a
distribution network can be achieved.
The FPP project was awarded funding of £6.7million by Ofgem, under the Low Carbon Networks Fund (“LCNF”)
scheme, on 19 December 2011 and the project officially started on 1 January 2012.
1.2 Project progress highlights
During the second reporting period (June – December 2012), the project completed its first Successful Delivery
Reward Criterion (SDRC) deliverable (SDRC 9.1 – Stakeholder Engagement report). In addition, good progress has
been made across all delivery activities with all major milestones remaining on target. The following provides a
summary of the key activities completed during the second reporting period.
1.2.1 Project contracts and resources
This reporting period saw the completion of all commercial and contractual negotiations with the Project Partners
and Suppliers. The FPP project has, in total, contracted with fourteen organisations1 for the provision of goods and
services. While bringing this wealth of expertise has been greatly beneficial to the project, and has stimulated
collaboration of supply chain partners in other projects, it has also been very time consuming and labour intensive.
All major items of equipment and necessary services to deliver the project have now been procured.
The project team is now fully established with resources carefully selected based on the skills required for each
specific role. During this period, the team has made two key internal permanent appointments and secured a third
one in the roles of technical design authority and workstream management.
The project is also drawing on expert specialist resource where necessary, or where the resource is not available
internally, ensuring that shadowing and proper documentation is in place to retain the know‐how developed
internally.

1.2.2 Project Delivery
The project is on track to deliver all Successful Delivery Reward Criteria (SDRC) as set out in its Project Direction. This
reporting period saw the completion of the first SDRC (9.1) “Stakeholder Engagement Report”. In addition, at the
1

FPP Project Partners: Alstom Grid UK, Cable and Wireless Worldwide, Fundamentals Ltd, GE Power Conversion, GL Garrad Hassan, Imperial College London, The
Institution of Engineering and Technology, Silver Spring Networks, Smarter Grid Solutions, University of Cambridge
FPP Project Suppliers: Baringa Partners, DNV Kema, PA Consulting, Wilson Tranformer Company Pty
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time of submission of this report, the second SDRC (9.2) on Smart Commercial Arrangements is on schedule to be
completed by the end of December 2012.
The delivery of the telecommunications platform in the FPP trial area forms the third SDRC (9.3) for the project.
Good progress has been made in this area in this reporting period. The detailed design of the communications
infrastructure has been completed; the project is moving to the construction and testing phase and is on track for
completion by the end of March 2013 as planned.
The deployment of the quadrature‐booster is also progressing according to plan. The project has recovered initial
delays due to the protracted contract negotiations. The project team has made significant progress on the detailed
design of the overall installation. The detailed design of the quadrature‐booster unit has been completed and signed
off, and the unit is currently under construction.
In terms of the remaining components of the FPP technical solution, these are progressing according to plan. The
detailed specification stage has been completed and most of the elements are now in detailed design.
1.2.3 Customer engagement
In order for the FPP project to demonstrate the benefits it can deliver, it is paramount that both the technical solution
and commercial framework being developed by the project are adopted by the end‐use customer – the DG
developers.
The FPP project team has been monitoring the generation connections activity in the area, and has proactively
engaged with seven generation developers seeking connections in the FPP trial area. The seven projects are seeking
connection at constrained parts of the trial area network and, as a result, their ‘conventional’ connection quotes
include significant costs for provision of expensive sole‐use assets. The FPP technical team has identified
opportunities to offer cheaper and faster connection through actively managed non‐firm connections.
As part of this process, UK Power Networks has formally engaged with each of the seven project developers with a
view to participating in the FPP trials by offering, at this stage, the option to carry out a specific feasibility study and
develop an alternative FPP connection proposition by 1 March 2013. Five of those project developers have currently
accepted this offer (total generating capacity of 25.2MW) and will be working closely with the FPP project team over
the next two months.

1.2.3 Learning
The key areas where the project has now seen significant learning outcomes are the following:


Stakeholder engagement: an increasingly informed understanding of the DG customers, their needs and
requirements, and how these can be addressed by use of smart solutions and provision of actively managed
curtailment
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Smart commercial arrangements: evaluation of methodologies and strategies for accessing non‐firm capacity
in constrained electricity networks
Technical implementation: design processes and procurement strategies for new smart technologies and
solutions
Technical implementation: design, specification and integration of a quadrature‐booster in the distribution
network
Technical implementation: deployment of an internet protocol‐enabled communications platform with
capability to transfer IEC61850 traffic

During this reporting period, the external dissemination has focused on production of learning reports (stakeholder
engagement and smart commercial arrangements), participation and presentation of the on‐going findings at key
industry events.
Also, the FPP project website has gone live and it has a dedicated learning zone section where all FPP publications will
be uploaded. The website can be found at www.flexibleplugandplay.co.uk.
1.2.4 Financial highlights
Expenditure has been under budget in some areas, mainly due to the delays in partner contract finalisation and
procurement of materials.
The reprioritisation and re‐planning actions implemented by the management team have ensured that key
deliverables remain on track; any budget underspend observed in this reporting period will be reversed during the life
of the project.
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2.

Project Manager’s Report

The Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks project (FPP) aims to demonstrate how, through the innovative
integration of technological and commercial solutions, a cost effective connection of renewable generation to the
distribution network can be achieved2. The FPP project was awarded funding by Ofgem3, under the Low Carbon
Networks Fund scheme, on 19 December 2011, and the project officially started on 1 January 2012.
The first part of this section details progress against the project Successful Delivery Reward Criteria (SDRC). The rest
of this report outlines the progress made, the key activities undertaken, and the milestones completed during the
current reporting period (June 2012 – December 2012). It also gives an overview of the activities that will be carried
out in the next reporting period.

2
3

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/networks/elecdist/lcnf/pages/lcnf.aspx
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/ElecDist/lcnf/stlcnp/year2/Documents1/Funding%20Direction.pdf
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Successful Delivery Reward Criteria (SDRC)
DELIVERY REQUIRED IN 2012
SDRC
9.1

Progress/Status
Stakeholder
Report 1

Engagement Criterion
Completion of the first phase of
stakeholder engagement activities
by the end of September 2012.
This will include a stakeholder
engagement report that will
record the findings from the first
phase of stakeholder engagement
activities identifying key technical
and commercial challenges to the
FPP project. These findings will be
shared with all the relevant
stakeholders, including all GB
DNOs, and will form a key input to
the Strategic Investment Model
and
Smart
Commercial
Arrangements
FPP
project
workstreams.

Completed.
Stakeholder engagement
report submitted to Ofgem on 28
September. The report was written by GL
Garrad Hassan on behalf of the FPP project
and it includes a foreword by Renewable
UK.
The report has been shared with GB DNOs
and other key stakeholders. It is available in
the learning zone of the FPP website, at
www.flexibleplugandplay.co.uk

Evidence
 Publication of a stakeholder
engagement
report
(“Stakeholder
Engagement
report I”).

9.2

Development of smart Criterion
commercial arrangements Development of smart commercial SDRC 9.2 is on schedule to be completed by
arrangements, which will provide the end of December 2012.
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SDRC

Progress/Status
a number of options that can be
tested and implemented in new
types of connection agreements
with
generation
developers.
These will be established in
conjunction with key stakeholders.
The development of smart
commercial arrangements will be
completed by the end of
December 2012 in accordance
with agreed specifications.
Evidence
 Publication of a report on
Principles of Access, which will
determine the Principles of
Access for smart commercial
arrangements.
 Connection
agreements
templates (new model forms) for
actively managed generator
connections, to be established in
conjunction
with
key
stakeholders.

The following will be provided as evidence
of completion of the SDRC
1.
Report on smart commercial
arrangements for generators connecting
under the FPP project, including a regulatory
analysis on underwriting curtailment risk.
2. UK Power Networks Connection Offer and
Connection Agreement templates for
implementing
non‐firm
generation
connections.
3. Report on international experience of the
use of smarter connection arrangements for
Distributed Generation by Cambridge
University.

DELIVERY REQUIRED IN 2013
SDRC
9.3

Progress/Status
IP (internet protocol) Criterion
Full deployment of an Internet Protocol
Communications
(IP) communications platform across the
Platform – Go Live
FPP trial area to support open standards
communication protocols. This will be
completed by the end of March 2013.
Evidence
 Installation
and
commissioning
documentation of Cable & Wireless
Worldwide
Multi‐Service
Platform
(MSP) network and Silver Spring

The following activities have been
progressed, which will support the full
deployment of an internet protocol (IP)
communications platform across the FPP
trial area:
 High level network design that
documents the Flexible Plug and Pay IP
Communications Infrastructure – signed
off.
 Enhanced field network design has been
finalised.
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SDRC

Progress/Status
Networks Radio Frequency (RF) mesh
network in the FPP trial area and in
accordance with the specification
included in the contracts with the
relevant partners.
 Recorded results of IEC 61850
communication trials using IEC 61850
simulators at installed locations in the
FPP trial area.

The following test activity has been
progressed, to support the IEC61850
communication trials using simulators:
 IEC 61850 lab test report – developed
and being prepared for sign off.
The key focus for the next three months
will be the installation of the radio mesh
equipment and testing/commissioning of
the overall telecommunications solution.
SDRC 9.3 is on schedule to be completed
by the end of March 2013.

9.8

Deployment
of Criterion
The deployment of the quadrature‐booster
Quadrature‐booster Successful deployment of a Quadrature‐ is on track to be completed by the end of
booster within the FPP trial area. This will June 2013.
within trial area
be completed by end of June 2013.
Key activities that were completed during
Evidence
this reporting period are:
 Installation and commissioning of a
 Procurement of all major items of
Quadrature‐booster and in accordance
plant
with the specification included in the
 Detailed project planning
contracts with the relevant partners.
 Planning permission for site
 Demonstration of improved balance
installation granted
between the circuits allowing increased
 Quadrature‐booster
detailed
power flow of 10MW.
design
and
start
of
the
manufacturing stage
 Detailed design of civil works
required for the site installation
 Planning of site works

9.4

Demonstrate
FPP
technical
characteristics of FPP
solution

Criterion
Demonstration of Flexible Plug and Play
capabilities of the overall FPP technical
solution following completion of the FPP
installation phase. This will be completed
by the end of September 2013.
Evidence
 IEC 61850 certification for all relevant

Activities associated with SDRC 9.4 are
progressing according to plan and, as such,
are scheduled to be completed by the end
of September 2013.

Key progress highlights for this reporting
have included:
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SDRC

Progress/Status
Remote
Terminal
Units
(RTUs),
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) and
other IEC 61850 field devices.
 Installation
and
commissioning
documentation of IEDs and other field
devices necessary to support the trials
and in accordance with the specification
included in the contracts with the
relevant partners.
 Installation
and
commissioning
documentation of production of Smart
Applications in accordance with the
specification included in the contracts
with the relevant partners.
 Pre‐production interoperability test
results for FPP's Smart Devices and
Smart Applications.







Definition of overall test approach
for the FPP pre‐production and
production environments
IEC 61850 server and client
detailed definition for the project
implementation
Procurement
of
all
key
components required for the pre‐
production and production phases
of the project

DELIVERY REQUIRED IN 2014
SDRC
9.5

Progress/Status
Strategic
Model

Investment Criterion
Delivery of the FPP strategic
investment
model
including
validation and testing of the model
utilising data captured within the
FPP trials. This will be completed by
the end of December 2014.

Activities associated with SDRC 9.5 are
progressing according to plan.
SDRC 9.5 is on schedule to be completed
by the end of December 2014.

The project has completed the detailed
scope definition for the strategic
investment model and has placed a
Evidence
 Completion documentation for the contract in place for its delivery.
strategic
investment
model
development and build phase.
 Recorded validation and test
results.
 Delivery of the strategic network
investment model in a fully usable
and external issue format.
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SDRC
9.6

Progress/Status
Implementation of active
power flow and voltage
management within FPP
trial area

Criterion
Deployment of active power flow
management and active voltage
management within the FPP trial
area. This will be completed by the
end of December 2014.

SDRC 9.6 is on schedule to be completed
by the end of December 2014.
The key progress highlights for this
reporting period are:


Evidence
 Pre‐production functional test
results for active power flow
management and active voltage
management applications.
 Installation and commissioning
documentation of production
active power flow management
and active voltage management
applications in accordance with
the specification included in the
contracts with the relevant
partners.
 Suitable
agreements
with
generators in place (if required).
 Trial results for the active power
flow management and active
voltage management trials



Curtailment analysis for the DG
projects
that
would
be
connected in the FPP trial area
undertaken
Development
of
functional
design
specification
for
deployment of the active
network management system
and the implementation of the
smart applications
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SDRC
9.7

Progress/Status
Facilitation of faster and
cheaper connection of
distributed generation to
the distribution network,
as compared to timescales
and costs of connection
utilising
traditional
approaches.

Criterion
Facilitation of faster and cheaper
connection
of
distributed
generation to the distribution
network, as compared to timescales
and costs of connection utilising
traditional approaches. To be
completed by end of December
2014.
Evidence
 Demonstration that distributed
generation connection offers are:
1 ‐ Cheaper; and 2 ‐ Offer faster
project connection timescales,
than offers based traditional
reinforcement. The evidence for
this criterion will be met through
the provision of one connection
offer to generators using the FPP
methods. If during the duration of
the FPP project other generators
are in a position to accept a
connection offer, then we will use
that as evidence supporting this
criterion.

SDRC 9.7 on schedule to be completed by
the end of December 2014.
Five DG developers have formally
accepted our offer to be involved with
the FPP project.
Section 2.1.3 of this report provides an
update on progress with regards to
customer
and
trial
participant
engagement.
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2.1 Progress in the current reporting period
2.1.1 Project Deliverables: Stakeholder Engagement (SDRC 9.1)
The Stakeholder Engagement Report (SDRC 9.1) was the first major deliverable of the FPP project. It was submitted
to Ofgem on the 28 September 2012, as per the SDRC 9.1 target date.
Stakeholder engagement runs throughout the project. It’s purpose is to enhance our understanding of the needs,
concerns, viewpoints and current activities of Distributed Generation (DG) developers, other DNOs, renewable
generation developer trade associations, local government, and regulatory and policy‐making bodies. This in turn
informs the aims, objectives and proposals of the FPP project..
The objectives of SDRC 9.1 were firstly to define the relevant topics and then interview appropriate stakeholders on a
wide range of commercial, regulatory and technical issues relevant to distribution‐connected distributed generation –
the objective being to determine the potential benefits and risks of the FPP project, and to produce conclusions
useful for subsequent FPP workstreams and for the wider industry. The interview topics were defined between April
and May 2012 and the interviews were carried out between June and September 2012.

Figure 1 Stakeholder engagement interview participants

The stakeholders identified and interviewed as part of the process were (as summarised in fig1):
Existing and proposed DG developers: Eighteen developers were interviewed, each of whom have an active
generation development or an operational interest in the trial area.
Other DNOs: Western Power Distribution, Scottish and Southern Energy Power Distribution and Scottish Power were
consulted as they face similar challenges and run relevant innovation projects from which Flexible Plug and Play can
gain learning from.
Renewable generation trade associations: Renewable UK represented the overall views of their members.
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National Grid: National Grid provided the system operator perspective but also a detailed description of their work
and experience in implementing the “Connect and Manage” approach for connecting generation and managing
constraints on the transmission network.
Project funding institutions: Triodos Bank was also consulted in order to provide the investors’ view on the project
proposals, in particular their views on curtailment risk.
Local government: Cambridgeshire County Council were interviewed to present their views on planning and consent
in the area of interest.
DECC and Ofgem: The Department of Energy and Climate Change and the regulatory authority were consulted as
they drive energy policy and the regulatory framework in Great Britain.
The findings of the interviews fell into four main themes:
Curtailment of DG production: Generation developers would consider any commercial arrangement providing there
was an acceptable level of certainty on the estimated amount of production they would lose. Risk surrounding this
certainty is a problem for those intending to fund the project through non‐recourse finance. A ‘cap’ on curtailment or
another mechanism that provides certainty would clearly be preferable to generation developers.
Provision of Ancillary Services by Generation Developers to the Network: It was found that the only feasible
ancillary services would be the provision of reactive power and voltage control, and power quality services (harmonic
filtering and reduction of voltage fluctuations). Generators expressed no serious concerns regarding the technical
feasibility of providing reactive power and voltage control services. However, there would need to be a clear
incentive on them to do so (in terms of service payments, or quicker / cheaper access to the network). It follows that
there is a clear need for the development of suitable commercial arrangements that would facilitate provision of
ancillary services by the generators to the distribution network operator.
The DG Connections Process: The developers interviewed made a number of suggestions on how to make the
connections process more efficient and transparent. These findings were disseminated internally to the UK Power
Networks’ connections team, to be included in their continuous improvement work on DG connections. The findings
are also available to all other GB DNOs as part of the published report.
Public Opinion and Consenting: Cambridgeshire County Council confirmed that avoiding new overhead lines and new
or extended substations was seen as an advantage. It also noted the wind turbines are seen as a particularly
contentious issue while solar, biomass are still prone to objections.
The findings of the report also contributed to Carbon Connect’s 2012 research inquiry on DG where FPP features as a
case study.
The Stakeholder Engagement report is available in the learning zone of the Flexible Plug and Play website:
www.flexibleplugandplay.co.uk
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2.1.2 Project Deliverables: Smart Commercial Arrangements
Throughout July to December 2012, the FPP project has made major progress in developing smart commercial
arrangements for implementation in the trial area in preparation for delivery of SDRC 9.2 “Development of Smart
Commercial Arrangements” by the end of December 2012.
The focus of this workstream is the development of a commercial framework suitable for offering generation
connections in constrained parts of the distribution network on a non‐firm basis. The project team has focused on
exploring the different principles of access; appraising a number of different commercial options against a set of
criteria; and understanding best practices around the world regarding non‐firm connections for renewable energy.
As part of this process, the FPP project team has had initial discussions on the proposals included in the report with
the generators participating in the FPP project, Scottish Power Distribution, Scottish and Southern Energy Power
Distribution and Community Energy Scotland.
Extensive stakeholder engagement and consultation will follow in 2013 during the implementation phase of the
proposed commercial framework. It is proposed that a dedicated stakeholder forum for the FPP trial area is initiated
to ensure regular and consistent engagement and communications amongst the interested parties ‐ including
developers, other DNOs and a wider renewable energy stakeholder community such as represented by Renewable
Energy UK.
In addition, a learning workshop discussing the findings and learning from the commercial arrangements work will be
held in March 2013 and the invited audience will include other DNOs as well as the partners of the FPP project.
The SDRC 9.2 report will comprise three key deliverables:
a) Final report on smart commercial arrangements for generators connecting under the FPP Project. This report
sets out the advantages and disadvantages of different methodologies for allocating curtailment, specifically ‘Last
In / First Out’ and Pro‐Rata curtailment, and explores a number of commercial packages that have been
developed. All commercial packages developed under FPP are based on the principle of curtailment being shared
equitably and proportionally amongst contributing generators. The report has been written by Baringa Partners
on behalf of the FPP project with contributions from UK Power Networks. The curtailment analysis used in the
report has been carried out by Smarter Grid Solutions.

b) Connection Agreement template. The project has set out the terms and conditions that will underline the
connection agreement presented to developers with their FPP offer. This template demonstrates how the
proposed commercial arrangements can be practically implemented .It defines the rules of connection to which
generators will be subject under FPP and the responsibilities that lay between DNO and generator. This work has
been carried out by UK Power Networks with contributions from Baringa Partners.

c) Experience of the use of smarter connection arrangements for distributed wind generation facilities. Cambridge
University has looked at case studies that can bring learning to the FPP project. These have provided insight to
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other reference examples with similar practices, with the objective of understanding how curtailment cost is
allocated and what policy practices have proven efficient for implementing diverse commercial solutions. These
case studies include the Orkney project with ANM technology implemented by SSE and the Connect and Manage
mechanism implemented in the transmission sector in Great Britain. They have also looked at the particular case
of Ireland, and the ambitious renewable energy program for California, with specific focus on Southern California
Edison. The report has been written by the University of Cambridge.
The reports comprising the successful delivery of SDRC 9.2 will be available in the public domain in January 2013.
2.1. 3 Customer Engagement
The provision of cheaper and faster connections is at the centre of the FPP project. For this to be demonstrated, it is
paramount that the technical solution and commercial framework being developed by the project are acceptable to
the end use customer – the DG developers.
The FPP project team has been monitoring the generation connections activity in the area and has proactively
engaged with seven generation developers seeking connections in the FPP trial area. The seven projects are seeking
connection at constrained parts of the trial area network and, as a result, their ‘conventional’ connection quotes
include significant costs for provision of expensive sole‐use assets. The FPP technical team has identified
opportunities to offer cheaper and faster connection through actively managed non‐firm connections.
As part of this process, UK Power Networks has formally provided the option to seven generation developers to
participate in the FPP trials. Five of these, representing 25.2MW of wind energy generation capacity, have currently
accepted. The FPP participation option has been offered as an additional option to the standard connection offer.
This is used as an interim arrangement in order to ensure that applicants with standard Section 16 (s16) connection
offers that expire prior to the formal launch of the FPP commercial offering can still “opt‐in” to FPP without having to
reapply for a connection.
There are two key principles in the FPP opt‐in offer: 1) by accepting it, the developers accept a standstill to their
connection progress and s16 offer until 1 March 2013; and 2) UK Power Networks undertakes to carry out the
necessary feasibility designs and studies, and provide a variation to their s16 proposal by 1 March 2013.
Investigation Period
Those developers that have elected to opt‐in to the FPP offer have, from the date of their acceptance, initiated the
FPP Investigation Period which will continue until 1 March 2013. During this time, UK Power Networks will work with
them to develop a technical and commercial connection solution that allows them to save on connection costs, and
provide them with suitable curtailment estimates for them to evaluate the benefits of a non‐firm connection under
FPP. The same will apply to the two other generators that have been offered the FPP option as part of their
connection offer.
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Throughout this period, UK Power Networks will continue to share ideas and findings around the commercial
packages and principles of access alternatives with these developers. Also, UK Power Networks has provided them
each with an FPP Briefing Document. This document has three main objectives:




Provide background information on FPP;
Give an overview of the smart technologies that UK Power Networks is considering to implement for
connecting that specific generator, and provide information on what the connection may look like; and
Lay out the progress that UK Power Networks has made so far on commercial implications and curtailment
risk.

Finally, this document outlines a time schedule of engagement as well as a list of information required by UK Power
Networks to evaluate the technical and economic feasibility of the individual project. This list may include wind
turbine information, wind data on which they have based their financial projections, projected capacity factor and
expected annual generation output.
The outcome of the technical and commercial analysis undertaken during the investigation period will be a revised
connection offer which details the FPP solution. This will be presented to the customers by 1 March 2013. They will
then have at least one month to:




accept the FPP solution;
reject the FPP variation and serve notice to progress the s16 firm connection, triggering original stage
payments; or
walk away from the connection application altogether at which point the first stage payment will be refunded
to them.

This process is illustrated in the following diagram using an example generator (while all customers would have
different application dates, the project is working towards providing all customers that have currently engaged with
an FPP variation offer by 01 March 2013):

Figure 2 Customer engagement high‐level process
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Progress so far
The table below enlists the developers with which the FPP project has engaged so far, describes the characteristics of
these seven projects4 and the status of their FPP Opt‐in offers.
Project

Capacity

Technology

Status

Gen A

5 MW

Wind (33kV)

FPP Opt‐In accepted

Gen B

0.5 MW

Wind (11kV)

FPP Opt‐In accepted

Gen C

10 MW

Wind (33kV)

FPP Opt‐In accepted

Gen D

7.2 MW

Wind (33kV)

FPP Opt‐In accepted

Gen E

2.5 MW

Wind (11kV)

FPP Opt‐In accepted

Gen F

1 MW

Wind (11kV)

Pending acceptance

Gen G

16 MW

Wind (33kV)

Pending acceptance

2.1.4 Project Deliverables: Design Authority
The following section outlines the key deliverables produced by the Design Authority function of the FPP project
during this reporting period.
FPP Design Process document
This document outlines the design process for the technical aspects of the FPP project. The design process covers the
overall FPP technical solution. This is broken down into the design processes for the various areas of the project
requiring technical design activities, such as the smart devices, communications infrastructure, data model,
interfaces, and active network management elements. The document also clarifies roles and responsibilities for each
of these processes between the Design Authority and the workstreams. It is currently being used for undertaking all
design activities including IEC 61850 implementation.
Overview of Design Product category: Design and Deployment Brief for Smart Devices
The design process for the FPP project (as documented in the Design Process document) requires the development of
a Design and Deployment Brief for each smart device. The Design and Deployment Brief covers the following topics
for each smart device:
 Technical overview of the smart device and its fit with the FPP project;
 Details of specific deployment locations for this smart device for the FPP project;
 Design brief, covering:
‐ Protection (which may be a reference to a separate Protection Design Brief if one has been produced)
‐ Control (which may be a reference to a separate Control Design Brief if one has been produced):
4

Details of these projects can be provided to Ofgem upon request.
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐





Network Operations directorate requirements
Asset Management directorate requirements
Plant design
Civil works requirements
Data model requirements: i.e. a description of the data required to be transmitted to and from the
smart device, and what it will be communicating with
Design Risks Assumptions Issues and Dependencies log (RAID)
Details of specific requirements for approval (e.g. if specific documentation is required, such as functional
logic descriptions and environmental performance specifications)
Identification if there is a requirement for an Equipment Design Standard (EDS) to be produced as part of the
project. Typically this is not be required for technology deployment at trial stages but is it developed as a
deliverable to enable on‐going deployment as a business‐as‐usual solution.

Design Deployment Briefs have been created for the following smart devices:




Quadrature‐booster
Dynamic line rating system
Application of frequent‐use switches

Study Product: Transient Stability Studies – Quadrature‐booster Deployment
The objective of this study was to investigate and report on the findings from modelling (simulation) of the potential
impact of the Quadrature‐booster on the relevant existing connected generators in the event of a major network
disturbance. The study focussed on the dynamic time‐domain response of the generators in the first seconds
following disturbance, and concluded that the introduction of the Quadrature‐booster was unlikely to cause adverse
effects on the stability of both the local distribution network and the connected generators.
Design product: High level Test Approach:
This document aims to provide high level guidance to all technical workstreams in carrying out unit, process and
functionality testing for all the components within FPP. This document focuses primarily on the integration testing
and has been jointly co‐written by the Systems Integration Manager and the Technical Design Authority.
2.1.5 Project Deliverables: Communications Platform
The following section outlines the key deliverables produced by workstream 1 (Communications Platform) of the FPP
project during this reporting period.
Build product: FPP High Level Design
This product is the signed‐off FPP IP Communications Infrastructure design, which outlines the approach taken for the
Multi Service Platform (MSP) circuits and the innovative wireless Radio Frequency (RF) mesh network.
Build product: FPP Master IP Addressing
The Master IP addressing file outlines the IP allocation for each Flexible Plug and Play communication node and smart
device. This file was signed off in accordance with the approach taken within the FPP high level design document.
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Build product: Enhanced Field Network Design
This product outlines the agreed installation locations for the communications platform build‐out based on further
development to the Initial Field Network design using the results of site surveys.

Build product: Relay Practice Install for the Radio Frequency Mesh Equipment
Practice install of the relay, a key component of the wireless RF mesh network was undertaken for early familiarity
with the equipment and to determine the best approach for instalment. It was identified that a series of components
of the relay could be pre‐assembled at site. This activity drove the production of the Relay Work Instruction.
Build product: IEC 61850 Lab Test Report
The product documents the laboratory tests that were carried out to confirm that Silver Spring Networks’
telecommunications equipment can traffic the open standard protocol IEC 61850 messages (specifically: SNTP –
Standard Network Time Protocol and MMS – Manufacturing Message Specification).
Build product: FPP Success Measurement Methodology UK Power Networks Network Pilot
This product outlines the proposed test schedule and methodology to be executed for the wireless RF mesh network
for acceptance of the telecommunications platform. It sets out the approach to test the mesh components in the
field network in two phases: (1) Field Acceptance Tests and (2) IEC 61850 Field Testing.
2.1.6 Project Deliverables: Smart Devices
The following section outlines the key deliverables produced by workstream 2 (Smart Devices) of the FPP project
during this reporting period.
Build products: Implementation Plans
The design process for the FPP project (as documented in the Design Process document) requires the development of
an Implementation Plan for each smart device. The Implementation Plan provides the detailed plan for the
implementation of each smart device at each location.
The main input to the Implementation Plan is the relevant Design and Deployment Brief, which will contain sufficient
detail to allow the Implementation Plan to be fully developed. The resultant Implementation Plan for each smart
device at each location will include:






Detailed scope of works for detailed design and implementation;
Detailed delivery plan for design, build, installation and commissioning;
Resource and outage considerations;
Implementation RAID; and
Systems integration considerations.
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Build product: Quadrature‐booster unit and electrical/civil installation detailed designs
Detailed designs and drawings have been produced for the Quadrature Booster unit and the site installation in
preparation for construction. The site installation comprises construction of a new switchroom, installation of a five‐
panel 33kV switchboard and associated protection panels, installation of the Quadrature Booster control system, and
an enhanced monitoring and diagnostic system for the unit.

2.1.7 Project Deliverables: Smart Applications
The following section outlines the key deliverables produced by workstream 4 (Smart Applications) of the FPP project
during this reporting period.
Active Network Management Functional Design Specification
The detailed design of the Active Network Management system is described in the Functional Design Specifications
document which is the main specialist product delivered by workstream 4 (Smart Applications) during this reporting
period. This document details the Active Network Management platforms which will be trialled in a laboratory testing
facility for integration purpose (so‐called pre‐production environment) and the final production platform to be
deployed during the trial duration.
Generator specific curtailment studies
The second main focus of this workstream has been conducting studies related to the non‐firm connection of new
generators into the FPP trial area. To date, seven generators (41.2MW in total) have been identified and have met the
technical and commercial criteria to make them candidates to be connected to the distribution network using a non‐
firm connection. The workstream has undertaken studies to initially assess the impact of potential curtailment for
these generators under the various commercial options that the commercial arrangements work has been exploring.

2.1.8 Project Deliverables: Strategic Investment Model
The main deliverable for the Strategic Investment Model has been the detailed definition of the scope for the model.
The agreed scope has formed the basis of the contract that has been signed between UK Power Networks and
Imperial College London.

2.1.8 Project Deliverables: Systems Integration
The following section outlines the key deliverables produced by workstream 8 (Systems Integration) of the FPP
project during this reporting period.
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Scope definition for IEC 61850 client and server functionalities and data modelling requirements
The project has defined the scope of work related to the implementation of IEC 61850 server functionalities that will
be integrated into the upgraded substation Remote Terminal Units of the FPP trial area. This functionality will allow
the RTU to communicate with the Active Network Management System using the IEC 61850 MMS protocol.
Flexible Plug and Play Specific Requirements for RTU Upgrade
This document details the specific requirements to be met by the overall RTU upgrade programme delivered in
parallel to the FPP project. As such, it covers requirements that are applicable to the RTU in order to connect the
smart devices. The RTU upgrade program will be led by UK Power Networks’ Operational Telecom department and
the FPP project will provide the necessary information to connect the devices and build the RTU.

2.2 Project: team and governance
The project team is now fully established with resource carefully selected based on the skill sets required for each
specific role. The team comprises UK Power Networks employees in full‐time project roles, UK Power Networks
employees engaged on normal business activities, and external contractors. The following organogram depicts all
resources within the FPP project team.
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The following key appointments have been made since the project progress report in June 2012:
Technical Design Authority‐ A UK Power Networks internal resource has been secured to replace the interim
consultant. The technical design authority transition from interim resource to a new permanent resource was
completed in August 2012.
The Interim Technical Design Authority Manager remains on a part‐time consultancy basis supporting IEC 61850
implementation and cyber security activities until the end of February 2013.
Commercial Design Authority
This role has been filled by an interim external specialist resource. The key strength of the resource secured is their
combined legal and regulatory background. The focus for the Commercial Design Authority has been the
development of a suitable commercial framework for the implementation of non‐firm connections.
IEC61850
The FPP smart grid architecture will be utilising the IEC 61850 protocol. Following a tendering process, DNV KEMA
was selected to deliver the proposed programme of work which will support the FPP Project with its IEC 61850
project activities.
Smart Devices Manager (Workstream 2)
The permanent internal resource has now been secured to fill this position with a start date of January 2013.
In the interim period, the workstream will continue to be managed by the FPP Project Manager and supported by the
FPP PMO Manager.
Smart Commercial Arrangements & Strategic Investment Model Manager (Workstreams 3 and 6)
A permanent internal resource was employed in August 2012 to lead the development of the commercial
arrangements and strategic investment model.
Stakeholder Engagement Manager (Workstream 5)
This role was previously managed as a combined responsibility with the Smart Commercial Arrangements
workstream. However, due to the importance of delivering a high quality stakeholder engagement report that met
SDRC 9.1. expectations, a dedicated permanent internal resource lead was secured for this workstream for a period
of four months.
Project Planner
This is a part‐time role (as originally envisaged) covered by an external specialist consultant.
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2.2.1 Project contracts
The negotiation and execution of project agreements with the FPP project partners has continued to be a key priority
for the FPP project team. Negotiation of each partner’s project agreement was preceded by detailed scope definition
activities.
All contracts have now been agreed and signed as summarised in the tables below.
Project Partner
GL Garrad Hassan
Cambridge University

Contract Status
Contract signed 13 June 2012
Contract signed 13 June 2012

Cable & Wireless Worldwide
Smarter Grid Solutions
Fundamentals

Contract signed 29 June 2012
Contract signed 29 June 2012
Contract signed 12 November 2012

Alstom

Contract signed 17 December 2012

Imperial College London

Contract signed 17 December 2012

Scope of Services
Stakeholder Engagement
Commercial Arrangements
International Experience Research
Communications Platform
Smart Applications
Smart Devices – Quadrature‐booster
Control System
Smart Devices ‐ Dynamic Line Rating
scheme and novel protection scheme
for Reverse Power Flows.
Strategic Investment Model

Other Partner Agreements (excluded from FPP Project Direction (ref: UKPN EPN/ Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon
Networks/ 19‐12‐11)
Project Supplier
Wilson

Contract Status
Contract signed 8 August 2012

GE Power Conversion

Contract signed 7 December 2012

Institute of Engineering and MoU signed 17 December
Technology
Baringa Partners
Contract signed 9 October 2012
DNV Kema

Contract signed 27 November 2012

Scope of Services
Smart
Devices
–
Manufacture
Quadrature‐booster
Systems
Integration‐
Server
functionality IEC 61850
Learning and Dissemination support
Consultancy
services
–
Smart
Commercial Arrangements
Consultancy services – IEC 61850
implementation

Since our progress report in June, we have engaged four additional suppliers:
1. Wilson Transformer Company Pty Ltd to replace Alstom as the manufacturing partner of the quad booster
because specifics relating to intellectual property rights could not be resolved in sufficient time for the
quadrature‐booster order to be placed and, in turn, ensure that we met SDRC 9.8, Deployment of
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quadrature‐booster, by 28 June 2013. Alstom will still design, manufacture, install and commission the
Dynamic Line Rating Scheme and protection scheme for Reverse Power Flows.
2. GE Energy Power Conversion to provide IEC61850 server functionality for the remote terminal units used in
the substations in the FPP trial area, a key component of the overall FPP architecture.
3. DNV Kema to provide consultancy services on the IEC 61850 protocol implementation and overall data
engineering for the FPP project.
4. Baringa Partners to provide consultancy services on developing the commercial arrangements for
implementation of non‐firm connections for the FPP project.
Finally, a Memorandum of Understanding has been put in place between UK Power Networks and the Institute of
Engineering and Technology in order to formalise the collaboration around learning and dissemination.
It is important to note that through the contract negotiation process we have prioritised contracts which are on the
critical path to ensure that the project planned activities did not compromise delivery of project SDRC.
2.3 Project: Plans
The project plan submitted as part of the bid submission is being used for reporting at a very high level only. The
activities carried out to date are in line with previously submitted information in the bid submission plan and any
revisions to the bid plan have been reflected in the report. Following recruitment of a project planner and finalisation
of contracts, the individual workstreams have been developing detailed three‐year workstream project plans which
have informed the overall detailed project plan. The project is currently using the detailed project plan for project
management, controls and reporting.
2.4 Key issues encountered
As highlighted in the June 2012 progress report, there had been a delay in signing certain contracts due to protracted
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) negotiations. The IPR clauses were resolved and settled (in accordance with the
standard IPR terms) as part of the discussions with the project partners in the first half of the year. All contracts have
progressed to completion as described in section 2.2 with the exception of the contract for the supply of the
quadrature‐booster for which an alternative supplier had to be sought.
The key issue was that further delays in ordering the Quadrature booster could compromise the ability to deliver the
SDRC 9.3 (Energisation of the Quadrature‐booster) by June 2013. In order to mitigate that, alternative suppliers were
approached to tender for the provision of the equipment the outcome of which is that Wilson Transformer Pty Ltd
was selected. The selection was made on the basis of their technical capability, the price quoted, and ability to
commit to an accelerated programme that would guarantee meeting the project’s timescales.
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In addition, there has been on‐going very close cooperation between the UK Power Networks design and delivery
teams and the project teams from both Wilson Transformer Company and Fundamentals (providers of the control
system for the quadrature‐booster) to ensure that any dependencies in the project plan are managed effectively and
that delivery remains on target.
In addition, another issue that the project has been facing is the recruitment of suitable permanent candidates for a
number of key positions ‐ most notably, the Smart Devices Manager. An external resource was employed as
temporary cover to ensure progress but the intention has always been to replace this with a permanent directly
employed member staff. Internal and external (utilising the IET magazine and other means) recruitment procedures
were initiated to seek suitable candidates and it succeeded in the cases of the Technical Design Authority and Smart
Commercial Arrangements Manager. The Smart Devices Manager position has, however, proved difficult to fill and
therefore took longer. An internal candidate has been appointed for this position with a start date of 1 January 2013.
2.5 Project outlook onto the next reporting period
The focus in the next reporting period will be threefold:


Progress of all construction activities and delivery of the key milestones towards commissioning of the FPP
platform:
 Build and commissioning phase for the telecommunications solution;
 Site civil, electrical works and installation, commissioning of the quadrature‐booster and associated
equipment;
 Build and commissioning of the first trial of the dynamic rating of overhead lines system;
 Completion of the pre‐production testing (integration of systems/interoperability) for the end to end
solution and integration of the smart devices. This stream of work includes detailed IEC 61850 data
modelling of the overall solution; and
 Completion of production testing for the active network management system.



Progress of the commercial negotiations with the generators towards signing‐up customers to the FPP
connection offer:
 Present detailed curtailment forecast to participant customers;
 Engage and consult on the proposed commercial terms of the non‐firm offering;
 Produce FPP variation to the existing ‘business as usual’ offers and issue to participants;
 Finalise commercial negotiations to commercial close of the agreements;
 Feed the learning outcomes into the investment model design and any further work in refining the
commercial framework for non‐firm connections.



Disseminate the knowledge generated to date both internally and externally (detail in section 6)
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3 Business case update
During the analysis carried out at bid stage, UK Power Networks considered three options to address network
constraints in the FPP trial area.
(A) Business as usual (rely on existing approaches and traditional network reinforcement);
(B) Undertake a series of standalone innovative technology or commercial concept trials;
(C) Undertake an integrated and coordinated series of trials to develop a 'fix and flex' DG‐enabled network.
The purpose of this section is to provide feedback on the actual benefits that the project is generating, reappraise the
forecast savings established in the initial business case, and provide analysis on the comparison between the FPP
connection proposal and the Business As Usual scenario (i.e. (A)).
At bid submission, UK Power Networks estimated the cost of all reinforcement activities around the FPP trial area.
These alternative reinforcement costs, which are part of the Infrastructure Development Plan and considered within
the asset management strategy, are forecasted actions that UK Power Networks will evaluate and conduct in the
future as the network develops. However, these costs are a good approximation of the financial implications of
network infrastructure investment that could be required in the forthcoming years. The total cost for reinforcing the
FPP Trial area to accommodate the anticipated volumes of DG was originally estimated to be around £15.13 million
(Final Bid Submission – Appendix G).
In general, when making a business case for the generation customers, the two most important pieces of information
to provide are: the capital savings on the connection asset costs they will avoid by choosing the FPP connection; and
the long term impact of curtailment – i.e. by providing forecast curtailment volumes.
The estimated savings for those developers which UK Power Networks has already engaged with are laid out in the
following table:

Capacity

BAU connection
offer

FPP Budget Estimate

Savings
(%)

Status

Gen A

5 MW

£1.2m

£570k

53%

Accepted FPP Opt In offer

Gen B

0.5 MW

£1.9m

£400k

79%

Accepted FPP Opt In offer

Gen C

10 MW

£4.8m

£500k

90%

Accepted FPP Opt In offer

Gen D

7.2 MW

£3.5m

£700k

80%

Accepted FPP Opt In offer

Gen E

2.5 MW

£1.9m

£170k

91%

Accepted FPP Opt In offer

Gen F

1 MW

£2m

£300k

85%

Pending

Project
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While seven DG projects have been formally engaged, the FPP project has so far estimated savings for the six projects
listed above. The business as usual solutions each involve sole‐use assets (i.e. assets that connect each DG project to
the network) which are unconstrained (i.e. can accommodate the maximum generation output) but little or no shared
reinforcement assets. For this reason, the business as usual connection costs would be charged directly to the
generators and hence it follows that the capex savings as a result of adopting the FPP option accrue directly to the
generators.
The FPP connection will therefore represent an immediate capex saving for generators, compared with the business
as usual (firm) offer. However, it is important for each developer to understand the relation between those savings
and the curtailment costs (i.e. potential loss of revenues) arising from their non‐firm connection. Specifically,
although the business case focuses on avoided reinforcement costs, for each generator the cost of a firm connection
should be compared with the amount of revenue lost from the curtailed electricity output in order to understand the
real savings of adopting the FPP option. As shown on the table above, specifically for the projects mentioned, capex
savings vary from 53% to 91%.
As such, the savings in the project bid business case, as originally perceived, are probably underestimated because
these considered the savings assuming a coordinated business as usual grid solution. A more detailed description of
this analysis will be presented in the SDRC 9.2.
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4

Progress against plan

The outline project plan as presented at the bid stage has been used for planning activities and for tracking progress
in the six‐monthly report. In addition, detailed project plans for the duration of the project have been created to
ensure that the various milestones are met. In many instances, project activities have been re‐planned and the dates
or the sequence has changed to accommodate the additional information known at this stage while ensuring all the
major milestone dates, including the SDRC dates, are met as per the project direction.
This section provides an update on the activities carried out over from the previous reporting period and planned for
completion during the current reporting period, and the activities initiated this reporting period but planned for
completion in next reporting period. It also provides the rationale for any changes or re‐planning of project activities
that took place during this reporting period.

4.1

Activities, carried over from previous reporting period – as per BID plan (Jan – Jun 2012)

Completion
Activity
Date
(as per bid
plan)
09/04/12
Create benefits plan
09/03/12
01/06/12
01/06/12
09/04/12
01/06/12
04/05/12
01/06/12
01/06/12
11/06/12
13/02/12

Status

Completed, incorporated in the business
case
FPP Contracts Phase 1
Completed
FPP Contracts Phase 2
Completed
FPP Contracts complete
Completed
WS1. Installation and field resource training
In progress, planned for completion in
January 2013
WS2. Detailed design Quadrature Booster
Completed
WS3.Incorporate learning from Low Carbon Completed
London, Low Carbon Hub in the project
WS3. Evaluate Principles of Access for generators Completed
WS5. Engage with potential new customers
Completed
WS7. Establish website
Completed
WS8. Establishment of a cyber security In progress, planned for completion in
framework
January 2013
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4.2 Activities planned for completion during the current reporting period ‐ as per bid plan (Jul – Dec 2012)
The table below summarises the tasks undertaken in the current reporting period as described in the bid outline
project plan:
Completion Date Activity
(as per bid plan)
06/09/12
WS1. Progress required shared site and wayleave
agreements
13/07/12
WS1. Complete high level and detailed application design
19/07/12
WS1. Request and deliver circuits ( backhaul circuits for
communications platform)
26/07/12
WS1. Order required equipment
05/10/12
WS1. Deploy and configure equipment
27/07/12
21/09/12
21/09/12
24/08/12
23/11/12
21/12/12
15/07/12
23/07/12
27/07/12
24/08/12
21/09/12
16/11/12
28/12/12
28/12/12
21/09/12

Status
Completed

Completed
In progress, planned for
completion in December 2013
Completed
In progress, planned for
completion in January 2013
WS2. Detailed design – automatic voltage control 2 January 2013 start, planned for
schemes
completion by February 2013
WS2. Detailed design – frequent use switch
In progress, planned to be
completed by March 2013
WS2. Detailed design – adaptive protection scheme
2 January 2013 start, planned for
completion by February 2013
WS2. Detailed design – dynamic line rating units inc. 2 January 2013 start, planned for
weather stations
completion by February 2013
WS2. Plan site works
Completed
WS2. Produce method statements and drawings
In progress, planned for
completion in March 2013
WS3. Definition of Cambridge scope and workplan
Completed
WS3. Brief outline of national and international cases to Completed
be studied
WS3. Report on principles of access for generators
Completed
WS3. Commercial arrangements to permit control of Completed
Renewable Generation units by ANM
WS3. Understand technical and commercial options to be Completed
offered
WS3. Consequential losses and non‐performing Completed
implications
WS3. Develop first connection agreement template In progress, planned for
offering smart options
completion on target
SDRC 9.2 – WS3. Successful development of smart In progress, planned for
commercial arrangements
completion on target
WS4. Detailed design ANM and generation controllers
Completed
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Completion Date Activity
(as per bid plan)
19/11/12
WS4. Local Interface Control Development

Status

31/12/12

WS4. Integrate ANM to PI of data historian

03/12/12

WS4. Build pre‐production environment

31/12/12

WS4. Install and configure devices and ANM application

08/06/12

WS5. Engage with existing generator customers

22/06/12

WS5. Engage with local government

13/07/12

WS5. Engage with Ofgem/DECC

03/08/12

WS5. Engage with local electricity customers

In progress, planned for
completion in January 2013
In progress, planned for
completion in March 2013
In progress, planned for
completion in January 2013
In progress, planned for
completion in March 2013
Completed for the purpose of
the stakeholder report but on‐
going for the project
Completed for the purpose of
the stakeholder report but on‐
going for the project
Completed for the purpose of
the stakeholder report but on‐
going for the project
Completed

14/09/12

WS5. Consolidation and report production

Completed

28/09/12
29/06/12
27/07/12

SDRC 9.1 – WS5. Stakeholder engagement report 1
WS6. Investment model requirements ‐ detailed
specification of input & outputs
WS6. Collate information and data required

Completed
In progress, planned
completion in January 2013
Completed

05/10/12

WS6. Design model architecture

02/07/12

WS7. UK Power Networks LCNF Conference 2012

Not started, planned
completion in April 2013
Completed

06/11/12

WS7. Workshop

17/08/12
13/07/12
10/08/12
21/09/12
12/10/12

for

for

In progress, planned for
completion in February 2013
WS8. RTU procurement
Completed
WS8. Develop overall data model
In
progress
planned
for
completion in January 2013
WS8. Develop overall test plan
Completed
WS8. Develop specification for Factory Acceptance Tests In progress, planned for
& Site Acceptance Tests
completion by February 2013
WS8. Trial objectives
In progress, planned for
completion in December 2012
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Completion Date Activity
(as per bid plan)
16/11/12
WS8. Trial design
14/12/12

WS8. Trial methodology & Key Performance Indicators

28/09/12

WS8. Security assessment – design phase

Status
2 January 2013 start, planned for
completion in February 2013
Not started, planned for
completion in March 2013
In progress, planned for
completion in January 2013

Although good progress has been made overall, a number of activities have been re‐planned when compared to the
bid plan. For these activities, the mitigating re‐phasing details and any mitigating actions to ensure the key milestones
remains as originally planned are discussed below.
WS1 ‐ Telecommunications platform
 09/04/12
WS1. Installation and field resource training
 19/07/12
WS1. Request and deliver circuits (backhaul circuits for the communications platform)
 05/10/12
WS1. Deploy and configure equipment
Since the bid stage, the telecommunications deployment strategy and plan has been revisited and optimised. As a
result, revisions to the bid plan for the current period have been made including the rephasing of delivery dates. The
delivery of the backbone telecommunications circuits is on‐going and due to be completed in December. The
deployment of the wireless radio equipment is underway and will be completed by the 18 of January 2013.
Installation and field training tracks the deployment start date; therefore field training will now be conducted at a site
which will be a live FPP communications end point to enable the engineering teams to gain practice in the real
environment. Delivery of the SDRC 9.3 remains on target.

WS2 ‐ Smart Devices






27/07/12
21/09/12
21/09/12
24/08/12
21/12/12

WS2. Detailed design – automatic voltage control schemes
WS2. Detailed design – frequent use switch
WS2. Detailed design – adaptive protection scheme
WS2. Detailed design – dynamic line rating units inc. weather stations
WS2. Produce method statements and drawings

During the detailed planning phase, the activities, durations, dependencies and resources required for the delivery of
the smart devices were considered. As a result, and also due to the time that contractual negotiations for the
procurement of the dynamic line rating and the protection system were taking, it was decided to re‐plan the detailed
design activities for the beginning of 2013. As the devices and the relevant schemes are now well defined and the
contracts signed, these elements of the scope are on schedule to be delivered in accordance with the project
timescales to meet SDRC 9.4.
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WS4 ‐ Smart Applications






21/09/12
19/11/12
31/12/12
03/12/12
31/12/12

WS4. Detailed design ANM and generation controllers
WS4. LIC Development
WS4. Integrate ANM to PI of data historian
WS4. Build pre‐production environment
WS4. Install and configure devices and ANM application

A detailed delivery project plan was developed with Smart Grid Solutions, partner for the delivery of the Active
Network Management system, following finalisation of the contract. This involved some modifications to the bid plan
in order to reorganise the work according to the effective start date of July 2012.
In addition, the detailed project plan aims to provide a more robust process to deliver the Active Network
Management system. For example, the integration of the Active Network Management pre‐production platform with
the production data historian was not relevant at the pre‐production stage and in consequence it has been moved to
the production stage (in March 2013). Following the detailed plan, the Functional Design Specification has been
finalised during November 2012 and it drives all the subsequent activities. Finally the detailed plan includes all the
relevant activities, dependencies and mitigation to deliver the ANM system to match the 2013 project milestones.

WS6 ‐ Strategic Investment Model



29/06/12
05/10/12

WS6. Investment model requirements – detailed specification of input & outputs
05/10/12
WS6. Investment model – Design Model Architecture

The contract with Imperial College London has laid out the list of deliverables and tasks to cover the scope of the
strategic investment model. The first phase of this workstream will be the design phase, which will have two
deliverables: a) Strategic Investment Model Requirements Document; and b) Strategic Investment Model Design
Document. These two products will be delivered by April 2013. The contract with the Imperial College was signed
later than initially planned and this has led to later initiation of the work activities. The FPP project and Imperial
College team have worked closely together to plan the activities in detail and ensure that an operational model will
be available to UK Power Networks by the end of 2013. This will allow a year to use, test and calibrate the model
prior to the formal SDRC 9.6 date for completion of the model.

WS7 ‐ Learning and Dissemination


06/11/12 2012 – 2012 Workshop

This event was initially scheduled for November 2012 and was focused on the Stakeholder Engagement work. It has
been re‐arranged to Q1 2013 in order to share knowledge gained from the first two SDRCs – the Stakeholder
Engagement Report (9.1) and the Principles of Access Report (9.2). The two areas are interlinked and as valuable
knowledge has been generated in the area, it was decided that combining them would be a more appropriate use of
time and resources for an interactive learning workshop.
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WS8 ‐ Systems Integration









17/08/12
13/07/12
10/08/12
21/09/12
12/10/12
16/11/12
14/12/12
28/09/12

WS8. RTU procurement
WS8. Develop overall data model
WS8. Develop overall test plan
WS8. Develop specification for FAT & SAT
WS8. Trial objectives
WS8. Trial design
WS8. Trial methodology & KPI’s
WS8. Security assessment – design phase

The workstream 8 activities relate to the integration of the system using products delivered by the other technical
workstreams. A detailed planning activity has been undertaken to identify all the dependencies relevant to the
systems integration activities. As an outcome of this exercise, the development of the overall data model has been
rescheduled to follow the provision of the data models for each of the smart devices and smart applications.
Acceptance test specifications have been re‐scheduled for February 2013 in order to allow the definition of the
overall test approach (completed) and the issue of the test specification for the different components of the FPP
architecture (in progress).
The cyber security work was delayed due to lack of timely availability of the resource with the correct skill set. This
work is now being led by the Technical Design Authority with active input from an external consultant. The work is
being scoped and short‐term actions are outlined to feed in to the other design activities in the project. This will
involve close liaison with internal UK Power Networks stakeholders such as; IT Security, Operational
Telecommunications and Network Control departments. During this process the team will also consult, and refer to
the wider policies and guidelines available from, the relevant bodies within the industry such as Centre for Protection
of National Infrastructure. The aim is to produce a cyber security framework for FPP which complies with the existing
security policies and practices deployed within the business.
4.2.2 Activities planned for completion in the next reporting period – as per BID plan (Jan – Jun 2013)

Completion Date
(as per bid plan)
18/01/13
22/02/13
29/03/13

Activity

Status

WS1. Network and system testing
WS1. Testing with simulators
WS1. IP Communications platform go live ‐ SDRC 9.3

On target
On target
On target

22/02/13
24/05/13

WS2. Procurement of devices and interfaces (inc FAT)
On Target
WS2. Automatic Voltage Control Schemes(up to 2 On Target
schemes to be deployed)
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Completion Date Activity
(as per bid plan)
07/06/13
WS2. Deployment of Quadrature booster
10/05/13
WS2. Frequent Use Switch (up to 2 switches to be
deployed)
31/05/13
WS2. Energy storage (interface with existing scheme)
28/06/13
WS2. Successful deployment of a Quadrature‐booster
within the FPP trial area ‐ SDRC 9.8
01/8/12
WS3. Workshop on Principles of Access
15/8/12
WS3. Understanding DNO regulatory constraints
31/8/12
WS3. FPP offer proposal to generators
04/03/13
WS4. Pre‐production testing of devices and applications
01/03/13
WS1. Report on introduction to open standards and ICT
for platforms for DNOs
15/03/13
WS8. RTU installation and commissioning

Status
On Target
On Target
On target
On Target
On Target
On Target
On Target
On Target
On Target
On Target

18/03/13

WS8. Build production environment

On Target

08/04/13

WS8. Install and commission production

On Target

20/05/13

WS8. Configure all interfaces

On Target

5

Progress against budget

This section is provided as an Appendix.

6

Bank account

This section is provided as an Appendix.
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7

Learning outcomes

Learning and Dissemination
Knowledge Dissemination continues to be a core and integral part of the project, with all the project team and
partners driving its delivery. As described in the Knowledge Dissemination Roadmap (Appendix B in the June 2012
Project Progress Report), there are three key elements to Knowledge Dissemination: internal communications, which
includes ensuring that ‘key players’ in the UK Power Networks business are engaged; external communications, which
includes sharing knowledge to a more generic audience; and knowledge dissemination, which includes sharing
knowledge to a more targeted audience internally and externally.
The key areas where the project has now seen significant learning outcomes are the following:






Stakeholder engagement: an increasingly informed understanding of the DG customers, their needs and
requirements and how these can be addressed by use of smart solutions and provision of services such as
curtailment
Commercial arrangements: extensive work has taken place in this area, it is detailed in the reports comprising
the SDRC 9.2 that will be available in the public domain in January 2013
Technical implementation: Design processes and procurement strategies for new smart technologies and
solutions
Technical implementation: Design, specification and integration of a Quadrature‐Booster in the distribution
network
Technical implementation: Deployment of an IP‐enabled communications platform with capability to transfer
IEC61850 traffic

In addition, the Knowledge Dissemination Roadmap is being updated to reflect the process of sharing knowledge, and
UK Power Networks is developing a plan clearly outlining the process to embed knowledge into the business. This
plan will be used by all innovation projects, including Flexible Plug and Play, which includes inter‐project knowledge
sharing, internal knowledge sharing processes, and knowledge embedment into business as usual practices.
7.1 Update on Internal communications and knowledge dissemination
A number of internal knowledge dissemination activities have taken place over the past six months. These activities
comprise an article in the company magazine ‘Wired’ and several learning workshops.
The workshops provide an update on the project and are customised to the audience to enhance ‘key‐player’ buy‐in.
Stakeholders include:
 Lead Field Engineers – Peterborough ‐ Focus on smart devices, power system modelling/monitoring in the
Flexible Plug and Play trial area (June, December 2012)
 UK Power Networks legal team – Crawley (September 2012)
 Sustainability team – London (December 2012)
 Connections Senior Management team (November 2012)
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Connections Commercial team (October – November 2012)



In November Flexible Plug and Play visited six key sites and held eight lunchtime learning sessions promoting the
project to over 120 engineering and non‐engineering employees. The sessions provided background to UK Power
Networks’ innovation portfolio, the need for innovation, the vision of Flexible Plug and Play and the proposed
solutions. They provided a platform for employees to get involved, be informed, and ask questions. All sessions
were voluntary and very well received.

7.2 Update on External communications and knowledge dissemination
The Flexible Plug and Play project has been presented or discussed at a number of national and international events,
consisting of conferences, question and answer panels, and stakeholder events. These events include:


Smart Grid Inward Mission – London – UK Power Networks hosted a knowledge sharing event to SmartGrid
colleagues from Korea and Taiwan (August 2012)



UPEC 2012 – London (September 2012)



SmartGrid GB event with Lord O’Neil – Bracknell (September 2012)



IET System of the Future – London (September 2012)



Telecoms for Smart Grids –London (September 2012)



Metering, Billing/CRM Europe – Amsterdam (October 2012)



US Embassy Smart Grid Trade Mission –London (October 2012)



GridComms conference – London (October 2012)



Ofgem’s Distributed Generation Forum – (London, Cardiff) (October 2012)



LCNF conference 2012 – Cardiff (October 2012)



Judge Business School, University of Cambridge (November 2012)



European IEC 61850 Working Group – Rome (November 2012)

Information and updates on the project have been shared via the following tools and publications:




Innovation newsletter – Issue 1 (June 2012)
Smart Grid e‐newsletter (July 2012)
Joint Research Centre Smart Grid database (July 2012)
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Flexible Plug and Play website (October 2012)
Stakeholder Engagement Report – distributed to those who contributed to the research, DNO community, DG
Forum and hosted on the Flexible Plug and Play website (October 2012)
One to one discussions with DNOs and key stakeholders

The project has established quarterly partner meetings for the project to share key learning points, discuss challenges
and for the wider team to meet, and provide an update on their project contribution. All the partners were chosen
for their expertise and their innovative culture, and the workshops have also been an opportunity for the partners to
demonstrate how Flexible Plug and Play aligns to their business objectives.
7.3 Learning and Dissemination activities in the next reporting period


Learning workshops (external and internal) – focussing on commercial arrangements (Q1 2013).



Flexible Plug and Play ‘community’ (Q1 2013) – currently at planning stage: an online collaboration platform
to provide opportunities for like‐minded people to network and to share knowledge and ideas relating to
Flexible Plug and Play.



The Expert Panel – Technical knowledge sharing event organised in collaboration with the IET (London Q2
2013).

 Podcasts (Q1 2013) – currently at the planning stage. Flexible Plug and Play is exploring hosting project
specific podcasts as an alternative way of disseminating knowledge.


Telecommunications report (April/May 2013)

 CIRED 2013 – Stockholm – The four abstract papers submitted have all been accepted for the Flexible Plug and

Play project (May 2013):
•

•
•
•

"Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks: Modern Communications Infrastructure that will
enable Flexible Management of Network Constraints and Increased Levels of Renewable
Generation"
"Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks ‐ Quadrature Booster Trial at 33 kV"
"Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks ‐ Smart Commercial Solutions for Active Network
Management"
"Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks – An open and scalable Active Network
Management solution for a faster and cheaper DG connection"

 All‐Energy 2013 ‐ Scotland – Paper to be submitted (May 2013)
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8 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
During the current reporting period the following IPR has been generated (Jul – Dec 2012)
Workstream
WS1
WS1
WS1
WS1

IPR description
WS01.P0157.FPP.High Level Design
WS01.P0158.FPP. Field_Network_Design_Option3
WS01.P0199.FPP.New Cabinets_ Power Supply
WS01.P0191.FPP.Master IP Addressing

WS1
WS1

WS01.P0152.FPP_Results of LV Pole Site Surveys
WS01.P0076.IEC 61850 Lab test report

WS1

WS01.P0190.FPP Success Measurement Methodology UK
Power Networks Network Pilot
WS02.P0149.FPP_FUS Design & Deployment Brief
WS02.P0150.FPP_DLR Design & Deployment Brief
WS02.P0172.FPP_Quadrature‐booster Planning Report
WS02.P0198.FPP_WilsonQBRatingName Plate Drawing
WS02.P0201.FPP_WilsonQB_Control Drawings
WS02.P0211.FPP_Wilson QB TAP Control Drawings
SDRC 9.2 ‐ Development of smart commercial arrangements
WS03.P0215.FPP.International Experience Report
WS03.P0216.FPP.Commercial Arrangements_POA
WS03.P0217.FPP.Connections Agreement Template
WS04.P0202.FPP_Functional Design SpecificationANM
WS05.P0180.FPP.Stakeholder Engagement Report 1
WS07. P.001.FPP Flexible Plug and Play: A Beginners’ Guide
(including key messages and FAQs)
WS07. P.0013.FPP
Flexible Plug and Play website
www.flexibleplugandplay.co.uk
www.flexibleplugandplay.com
WS08.P0200_FPP_specific requirements RTU upgrade
DA.P0170.FPP_Transient Stability Studies ‐ Wissington Site
DA.P0151.Design Process
DA.P0217.FPP.Directional Negative Phase Sequence (DNPS)
protection study
DA.P0202_FPP_High level Test Approach
DA.P0213_FPP_Substation LAN design
WS08 P0188_FPP_IEC 61850 Scope of Work

WS2
WS2
WS2
WS2
WS2
WS2
WS3

WS4
WS5
WS7
WS7

WS8
TDA
TDA
TDA
TDA
TDA
TDA

IPR Owner
CWW/SSN
SSN
UK Power Networks
UK Power
Networks/CWW/SSN
UK Power Networks
SSN
SSN/UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
Wilson
Wilson
Wilson
UK Power Networks

SGS/UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks

UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
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The following IPR is forecasted to be registered in the next reporting period (Jan – Jun 2013)
Workstream
WS1
WS2
WS2
WS2
WS3
WS3
WS3
WS4
WS4
WS4
WS7
WS7
WS8
TDA
TDA
TDA

IPR description
SDRC 9.3 IP (Internet Protocol) Communications Platform – Go
Live
WS02.P0218.FPP.Fundamentals_QBCS Control Drawings
WS02.P0218.FPP.Alstom_Reverse power flow control drawings
WS02.P0218.FPP.Alstom_Dynamic Line Rating control drawings
WS03.P0204_FPP_Briefing Document
WS03.P0216.FPP.Commercial Arrangements_POA
WS03.P0215.FPP.International Experience Report
WS04.P0221.FPP.FAT report for ANM pre‐production platform
WS04.P0222.FPP.FAT report for ANM production platform
WS04.P0223.FPP.Acceptance report for ANM production
platform
WS07.P0224.FPP.iTunes U: FPP ‘course’
WS07.P0225.FPP ‘Community’
WS08.P0226.FPP.FDS for IEC61850 implementation into the
RTU
DA.P0227.FPP.High level trial approach
DA.P0228.FPP.FPP data model
DA.P0229.FPP.Design Principles

IPR Owner
UK Power Networks
Fundamentals
Alstom
Alstom
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
Cambridge University
SGS/ UK Power Networks
SGS/ UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
GE/ UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks
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9 Risk Management
The FPP project has established a risk management process, as described in detail in the FPP Project Handbook. It
allows for the communication and escalation of key risks and issues within the project, and defines where decisions
will be made and how these will be communicated back to the workstream where the risk or issue has arisen. Risks
are reviewed weekly at workstream level and fortnightly at project level by the Project Board. Key project risks are
then escalated to the Project Steering Committee for review and approval of the mitigation on a monthly basis.
10.1 Full Submission (BID Risks) – update
Ref#

W/S

BID
R0001

WS1

BID
R0002

WS1

Risk
&
Impact
Description
The Communications
platform may not
meet the smart
applications'
performance
requirements
leading to system
incompatibilities and
unsatisfactory trial
results

Failure to secure
suitable mounting
positions/space for
the Communications
equipment due to
limited space in UK
Power Networks‐
owned premises or

BID Mitigation
The
Communications
platform should be
subject to
performance
testing using smart
devices or
simulators under
various operating
conditions.
Communications
requirements to be
defined at design
stage and suitable
Communications
technology chosen
for the purpose of
the trials. UK
Power Networks to
agree Service Level
Agreements for
Communications
platform.
Optimise design
and minimise
mounting
positions/space
required.
Investigate
alternative options
for mounting such

Mitigation
(update)
IEC 61850 lab
testing was
undertaken and
the write‐ up
received. Silver
Spring Networks
have proven out
the basic concept
that their
equipment can
traffic IEC 61850.

Suitable
mounting
locations for the
communications
equipment,
relays, have been
identified at UK
Power Networks

Learning

Status

This reporting
period – Silver
Spring Networks
have
demonstrated
that their
equipment can
indeed carry and
traffic 61850
traffic; in the case
of simulated
traffic within a
lab.

This reporting
period – suitable
mounting
locations have
been identified
and the project
has gained a clear
understanding of
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Ref#

W/S

BID
R0003

WS1

BID
R0004

WS3

Risk
&
Impact
Description
assets e.g. poles –
leading to lengthy
negotiations with
property owners
resulting in
programme delays

Silver Spring
Networks may have
to use an unlicensed
spectrum if they are
unable to get a trial
licence on time
leading to possible
adverse perception
from other project
stakeholders
Insufficient levels of
RG connecting –
Generators may not
want to participate
(if for example the
project interferes
with their normal
operations) during
the FPP project
timescales leading to
failure to fully trial
the FPP in the
planned timescales

BID Mitigation
as a third party
provider.
Carry out detailed
site surveys early in
the project.

Establish whether
trial licenses would
be available by Q1
2012.

Engage with
Generators as early
as possible to
understand the
risks and issues
likely to impact
their (Generators)
normal operations
in order to actively
manage/mitigate
them

Mitigation
(update)
Low Voltage (LV)
pole
infrastructure.

Silver Spring
Networks applied
for an Ofcom
development
licence on 22
October 2012.
Licence is
expected to be
granted in
January 2013.
The project team
has engaged with
seven generation
developers and
the feedback to
date has been
very positive.
There has been
acceptance in
principle of
curtailing should
the benefits
become clear and
a cheaper and
faster connection
becomes
available. The

Learning

Status

the design
requirements
and consideration
that could be
used to mitigate
potential
property issues.

Generators want
to have a very
clear picture of
the extent to
which they may
be curtailed, as
their capital
funding is
dependent on
expected
revenues and
therefore
probability of
curtailment needs
to be modelled
and quantified.
This work will be
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Ref#

BID
R0005

W/S

DA

Risk
&
Description

Impact BID Mitigation

Different vendor
protocols/
characteristics could
potentially
compromise the
interoperability trials
which may cause
delays during system
integration & trials

Ensure that ALL
application
Communications is
based on
international
standards, and all
devices and
systems are tested
and certified to
these standards
Ensure that ALL
devices are subject
to testing in pre‐
production
environment

Mitigation
(update)
project will look
to engage with all
generator
developers with
an interest in the
area over the
next reporting
period.

IEC 61850 has
been selected as
the primary
protocol for
communications
among the FPP
components. The
ANM will act as
IEC 61850 client
to all the smart
devices including
the RTU. Only FUS
will use the
existing UK Power
Networks
standard DNP3
protocol to
communicate to
RTU. All device
providers are
being asked to
provide test
devices as stated
in Functional
Requirement
specification
document. Early
testing is being
undertaken of the
capability of the
comms

Learning

Status

undertaken under
WS3 (Smart
Commercial
arrangements –
see also
reference BID
R007)

Specific tests
have been carried
to prove the
communications
platform
capability to carry
IEC61850 traffic
in a lab
environment.
Similar tests (inc.
DNP3) to be
carried in the live
operational
environment
during
commissioning.
In addition, a pre‐
production lab
environment is
being set up to
carry out
component
testing before
these are
deployed in a
production mode.
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Ref#

W/S

Risk
&
Description

Impact BID Mitigation

BID
R0006

PM

Project Partner(s)
withdrawing their
participation in the
FPP project at a late
stage leading to
lengthy programme
delays to institute
their replacement(s)
and in the worst case
the collapse of the
FPP

Issue principles of
collaboration and
request official
Letters of Intent
from Partners to
reduce probability
of partners
withdrawing from
the project
– Reduce
dependency on
specific Partners –
this is a vendor
agnostic project

BID
R0007

DA

If actual MWh or
hours of RG
operation diverge
(adversely)
significantly from
results within smart
grid application
feasibility
assessment then this
may lead to possible
complaints from
generators.

Ensure that RG
developers are
made aware in
advance that the
Assessment Results
are based on
estimates and that
the Actual Levels of
curtailment are
likely to change
year on year. Data
used in studies
should be as
accurate as
possible and
assessment
methods agreed by
all stakeholders as
being suitable.
Develop suitable

Mitigation
(update)
infrastructure to
carry the
protocols.
All contracts with
Partners have
now been
completed with
clear technical
and commercial
scope. Relevant
exit clauses have
been
incorporated to
ensure project
continuity in the
event of an early
withdrawal of
one of the
parties.

See response to
BID R0004.
The project has
initiated
engagement and
dialogue with the
Developers and
dialogue on a
number of
technical and
commercial
aspects and will
seek to address
their views as
part of the Smart
Commercial
Arrangements
framework
definition.

Learning

Status

Ensure Terms and
Conditions of the
partner
agreement are
understood and
agreed before
project partners
are confirmed to
avoid lengthy
contract
negotiations that
cause delivery
delays.

Closed

The concept of
constraint
payments and
how these might
be built in the
agreement (note
that constraint
payments are
already a
component of the
DG incentive).
UK Power
Networks has met
with National
Grid in order to
understand the
principles of their
Connect &
Manage scheme
and the
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Ref#

W/S

Risk
&
Description

Impact BID Mitigation

BID
R0008

PM

Delays in resourcing
and negotiation/
drafting of delivery
contracts could
result in delays in
project delivery.

BID
R0009

WS03

Local Opposition to
Wind Energy
development
contributing to
negative publicity for
UK Power Networks
within the project
area

BID
R0010

WS8

System integration
issues occurring due
to inadequate
testing in technical
Workstreams
leading to delays

commercial and
legal framework for
making such
connections offers.
The resourcing
process/production
of job descriptions
& contract drafting
to start pre‐
contract award. UK
Power Networks to
partly resource
project.
Contracting
resource has been
allowed for key
roles.

UK Power
Networks will
proactively engage
local stakeholders
and promote the
work the project is
doing (looking at
alternative to
reinforcement and
new lines/cables)
Ensure that the
deliverables from
each workstream
are appropriately
tested prior to
system integration
activities and allow
sufficient time to
develop test
specifications and
to conduct the

Mitigation
(update)

Learning

Status

mechanism for
constraint
payments.
The team is now
fully established,
most resource are
permanent UK
Power Networks
employees, but
where key skills
are not available
internally interim
consultants have
been engaged.

Key skills for
delivering such
projects are
difficult and time
consuming to
find. It is
important to
undertake a skills
impact
assessment on
the technical and
commercial
solutions to be
deployed in order
to understand the
skill set those.

UK Power
Networks is
delivering
ongoing
engagement with
the stakeholders
to ensure no
cases of adverse
publicity.
High‐level test
plan and detailed
pre‐production
environment
specification
currently being
developed. The
relevant activities
are being
incorporated into
the detailed

Detailed project
planning has
allowed the
identification of
the various
dependencies
and development
of the necessary
testing stages.
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Ref#

W/S

Risk
&
Description

Impact BID Mitigation
testing

Mitigation
(update)
project plan.
Extensive lab and
field testing will
be carried out to
ensure no issues
in commissioning.

Learning

Status

Risks that have arisen in the reporting period
Ref#

Workstream

Risk

Mitigation

R0101

WS2 – Smart
devices

New technologies such
as the Quadrature
Booster could take
longer than planned to
test in a factory
environment and that
could create delays on
the project

Allow sufficient time for the
Factory Acceptance Testing
(FAT) process but also built‐in
additional tests at
manufacturing stage to ensure
no issues during FAT

R0063

WS3 – Smart Level of interruptibility
Commercial
is unacceptable to
arrangements customer

Understand the customer's
economic restrictions in terms
of curtailment before reaching
a proposal on a commercial
agreement. Also, do
collaborative work with
developers to get them
comfortable with the
assumptions underpinning
their curtailment estimates

Learning

RAG

Developers are willing
to accept some level of
curtailment. However,
they require certainty
of that level to be able
to finance their
projects.
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Appendix A: Confidential appendix (Budget and Bank Account)
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